Additional Bar Equipment

Additional Bar EQUIPMENT
To enhance your bar environment, please choose
from the following additional bar furnishings and
decorations. Libaration provides a wide variety of
bar hire equipment to the events industry and we are
always happy to discuss bespoke bar commissions.
Please call the Libaration sales team if you are
interested in a discussing extras you might need for
your bar set-up.

Ice & Glassware
With the exception of those providing their own alcohol, all the bar kit
(which includes straws, ice buckets, black paper napkins, muddlers,
& cocktail shakers) is included within the four main cocktail packages
(By the Book, Triple Distilled, The Works & Pay Bars) completely free of
charge.
If you are supplying
your own cocktails,
please call for a
separate bar
equipment, glassware
& ice quotation.

LED Poseur Tables - £45
These are a sleek looking poseur tables with a white, stretch fabric colour.
They can be used with or without the lights and come in red, green, blue
and white.
The LEDs are battery
operated and so can
be moved around
freely with no cable
to worry about.
[up to 10 on hire]

Bar Stools - £15
Libaration Bar stools are white and silver and the perfect addition to any
bar set-up. With their curved lines and chic satin finish, they look great
and are incredibly practical too.

Bar Fridges - £45
Bar Fridges are ideal for situations where you need a fast service, and
are much more efficient at chilling than ice buckets and also leaves your
bottle’s labels in top condition.
They also make an ideal barback and look the part in a professional event
setting.

Mirrored Plinth - £50
The fantastic thing about these mirrored plinths is that they have
either a flat mirrored top, or a drip tray for ice sculptures. The drip tray is
designed to hold the weight of the ice and collect the water as it melts.
Visually stunning and superb value.

White Sofa - £100
Designed specifically for Libaration; these Louis-style white leather sofas
can seat up to three people; and above all, they look great in any bar or
event environment.

Rope and Poll - £125
Essential for any party or VIP event: cordon off your bar or use them for
access to your VIP seating area. Libaration rope and pole come with 8
stanchions and 8 red ropes.

Large Martini Glass - £20
Our Libaration oversized Martini glasses are 70cm tall, and ideal for
creating stunning cocktail displays, or even better for sharing our cocktails
with huge straws

